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Brewing the perfect cup of coffee 
requires patience, attention to detail…  

oh yeah and some math and  
memorization to get the ratios right.  

Lucky for you, Tally Pro makes all this easy.  
No more freestyling or eyeballing. 

I graduated  with a  
degree in coffee math.
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COUNT ON IT
With Tally Pro you can:

Control exactly how many coffee beans  
to the .1 gram.

Calculate the coffee-to-water ratio  
at the touch of a single button.

Automatically start a timer to make sure  
you don’t brew too fast or too slow.

2-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
Register your scale to receive an additional year of coverage.* 

register.fellowproducts.com 
*Available on electric products sold to US customers only.
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ALL THE   
RIGHT PARTS

A  DIAL A multi-purpose wonder. Short press 
to power on and tare. Long press to 
power off. Turn to select ratios and 
switch between measurement units.

B  MODE BUTTON Press to switch between modes:  
Brew Assist, Timer, and Weight.

C  TIMER BUTTON Short press to start or pause timer, 
long press to reset it. Plus, lock in  
your ratio during Brew Assist with  
a short press.

D  WEIGH PAN Perfectly sized for your brewer. 
Removable for easy cleaning.

E  DISPLAY Nice and easy on the eyes.  
Bright and very wipeable.

F 	 USB-C 
CHARGING PORT

Cable included. Battery lasts eight 
hours, or roughly 160 three minute 
pour-overs!
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➀ After	following	steps	1-4	in	Quick	Start	with	Brew	Assist,	
press the timer button to move to the next step.

➁ Check out the display. Your saved target water weight  
in grams is on the right. The current water weight in grams  
is in the center (it starts at zero until you pour). The timer  
is on the left (it starts at zero, too).

➂ Start pouring and Tally will start timing! Pour until the center 
(current) and right (target) weights are the same. The center 
oval will change from white to black to let you know your 
perfect brew is ready.

BREWING IN BREW ASSIST MODE
Get the coffee-to-water ratio right every time.

Tips

• If you prefer a countdown, you can press the timer button before 
pouring. You can pause the timer any time by pressing it again  
while timing.

• Press the dial at any time to tare the scale. This will not erase your 
water target if already set.

• To start another brew, press and hold the timer button until the 
scale resets.
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 ➀ Put your empty container on the weigh pan scale  
and press the dial to turn on Tally Pro.

 ➁ Press the mode button to toggle between the three 
modes, selecting Brew Assist.

 ➂ Turn the dial to select your preferred brew ratio  
to automatically calculate the water weight. 

 ➃ Add to the container till it reaches your desired weight.

QUICK START GUIDE
When you just can’t weight

RATIO RECOMMENDATIONS

Coffee dosage guide
 20 grams: Pour-over for one 
40	grams:	Pour-overs	for	two
60 grams: French press for three

Coffee-to-water 
1:2.5	→	Fellow	Prismo	 

AeroPress® Attachment 
1:8		 →	Cold	brew	
1:14	 →	French	press	
1:15	 →	AeroPress®  
1:16		→	Pour-over
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WEIGHT MODE
In the mood to cook or bake? Right this weigh…

I moonlight  
as a sous-chef.

➀ ➁ ➂

➃

To skip the tare 
step, start with your 
empty container on 
the weigh pan, and 
press the dial to  
turn on Tally Pro.

Pour ingredients  
 into the container 
 till you reach the 
desired weight.

Press the mode 
button to toggle 
between the three 
modes, selecting 
Weight.

Turn the dial  
to select grams, 
ounces, or pounds.
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TIMER MODE
Got your ratio memorized? Tally will keep you in time.

➀ ➁ ➂

➃ ➄

Press the dial  
to turn on Tally Pro.

Press the timer 
button to start  
the timer.

Press the mode 
button to toggle 
between the three 
modes, selecting 
Timer.

Pour until you  
reach your desired 
water weight.

Put your empty 
container on the 
weigh pan and pour 
your ground beans 
into your brewer.  
Press the dial  
to tare. 
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Keep coffee grinds 
away from the dial.

Never run Tally Pro under running water. 
 Only clean with a damp cloth.

Tally ho! Let’s go.

➃ ➄
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SMART TIPS + 
TRICKS

Tally Pro will automatically turn 
off after 10 minutes unless 
timing. Screen will dim after 
two minutes of inactivity.

To turn off Tally Pro manually, 
press and hold the dial for 
one second. Tally will fade  
to black.

Set a reminder to charge Tally Pro 
every month for daily use. Tally Pro will 
remind you to charge it when its battery 
is getting low. Otherwise, you can 
check the battery status by plugging  
or	unplugging	the	USB-C	cable.

➀ ➁

➂
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